DeliveryExpert

TM

Leverages the latest in mobile and web technologies to provide an
easy, accurate, and up-to-the-minute way to track, manage, and
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Reduces pickup and deliveries errors by scanning of the goods at
the pallet level, case level or product level.
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automating the pickup and delivery process.
Reduces invoicing errors by eliminating the paperwork and
tracking delivery exceptions in real time.
Captures information regarding what was delivered, when it was
delivered, where it was delivered and who signed for it.
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delivery status across multiple views and multiple resolutions.
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and improved customer service while saving you time and money.
Provides an advanced level of visibility and tracking that can
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providers and delivery companies.

DeliveryExpert
To ensure high levels of customer service,
the entire supply chain must be tracked and
managed. You can no longer end the process
once the goods have left the warehouse.
Made4net's pickup and delivery system,
DeliveryExpert™, was designed to automate
and manage the driver's work and provide real
time visibility to the dispatchers and customer
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DeliveryExpert™ uses handheld mobile devices
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customer proof of delivery signatures. Delivery
information can instantly be viewed and routes
progress status can be tracked in real-time.
Whether you need to handle a customer
claim that a delivery was not made, check
the progress on a delivery route or know the
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DeliveryExpert™ will close the information gap.

DeliveryExpert™ Key Features:
Driver task management

Planned Vs actual routes analysis

Pickup and delivery instructions per
location

RTLS / GPS real time driver location

Real-time dashboard of routes progress

Driver performance analysis

Alerts of expected delays

ASN to warehouse of expected goods

Customer electronic signature capture

Capture customer returns
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Made4net develops comprehensive and innovative software solutions to enable superior collaborative
supply chain execution. Our mission is to help distributors and 3PLs leverage their logistics and
supply chain operations by providing them an edge cutting IT solution with our SCExpert™ platform.
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